Chapter 7
Elliptically anisotropic
phase-velocity eikonal tomography
In Chapters 3 and 6 I showed that passive seismic interferometry constructs virtual seismic sources at Valhall’s and Ekofisk’s Life of Field Seismic (LoFS) arrays.
The virtual sources at Valhall and Ekofisk emit dispersive Scholte waves between
0.175 and 1.75 Hz and 0.4 and 1.2 Hz, respectively. In this chapter I derive an
anisotropic eikonal tomography method to invert for anisotropic phase velocity cubes
based on a two-dimensional elliptically anisotropic wave equation.

INTRODUCTION
I have created group-velocity images of Scholte and Love waves at Valhall (Chapter 4) and of Scholte waves at Ekofisk (Chapter6). Another property of surface waves
that can be imaged is their (apparent) surface-wave phase-velocity. Additionally, Swave and Scholte-wave velocities are known to be anisotropic from controlled-source
prospecting (Barkved and Kristiansen, 2005; Hatchell et al., 2009). Here, I develop
an approach that relates the spatial variation of traveltimes directly to local slowness
through an eikonal equation that allows for anisotropy.
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Conventionally, an isotropic eikonal equation is used to derive slowness estimates
seperately for each propagation direction by the magnitude and orientation of the
gradient of traveltime surfaces (Lin et al., 2009). These estimates of slowness as a
function of azimuth are fitted to a model for surface-wave anisotropy to yield an estimate of fast and slow magnitudes, as well as the fast direction of slowness as a function
of azimuth. Another method, Helmholtz tomography, incorporates the derivatives of
both traveltimes and amplitudes into the tomography (Lin and Ritzwoller, 2011). I
derive an anisotropic eikonal equation based on an elliptically anisotropic dispersion
relationship, and I fit the parameters of the ellipse directly from traveltime gradients.
My approach has the advantage of enabling straightforward spatial regularization of
the inverted anisotropic velocity during the inversion.
Rapid pressure depletion in the early phase of production and weakening due to
subsequent water injection caused more than 9 meters of sea-floor subsidence over the
Ekofisk field (Hermansen et al., 1997; Lyngnes et al., 2013). Van Dok et al. (2003)
showed shear-wave anisotropy at one edge of the subsidence bowl from PS converted
waves along a one-line controlled-source survey. The fast direction of anisotropy corresponded with the direction perpendicular to the gradient of the sea-floor bathymetry.
A geographically much larger pattern of anisotropy was observed at Valhall in a shearwave birefringence ring matching the subsidence bowl (Olofsson et al., 2003; Barkved
and Kristiansen, 2005). Its relationship to production-related stresses in the overburden can be used to constrain geomechanical models of the reservoir and overburden
(Barkved and Kristiansen, 2005; Hatchell et al., 2009). Scholte-wave anisotropy has
been observed at Valhall for higher frequencies (2

4 Hz), but at those frequen-

cies does not clearly match the shear-wave birefringence ring (Muyzert et al., 2002;
Hatchell et al., 2009). A sparse map of Scholte-wave anisotropy for a single frequency
was found from Valhall passive data using conventional eikonal tomography (Mordret
et al., 2013c). At Valhall, Love-wave anisotropy has not previously been imaged or
published.
Here I derive an eikonal equation for elliptically anisotropic surface waves. This
equation is then used to invert for phase velocities using the spatial derivatives of
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phase-specific traveltime surfaces. This method is employed to invert for Scholte- and
Love-wave phase-velocity cubes (!, x, y) at Valhall field, and a Scholte-wave phasevelocity cube at Ekofisk field.

ELLIPTICALLY ANISOTROPIC PHASE-VELOCITY
EIKONAL TOMOGRAPHY
A dispersion relationship for a generally anisotropic monochromatic wave can be
expressed as c |k| + ! = 0, where k = k( , !) = [kx ( , !), ky ( , !)]T is the wave
vector, where

is the direction of wave propagation. I make the phase-velocity,

c = c( , x, !), exhibit elliptically anisotropy with the fast and slow phase velocities
cf = cf (x, !) and cs = cs (x, !) as major and minor radii, respectively, and fast
azimuth ↵ = ↵(x, !):
c2 ( ) = c2f cos2 (

↵) + c2s sin2 (

↵).

(7.1)

I insert this phase velocity into the dispersion relationship and use the trigonometric relations cos2 (

↵) = cos( ) cos(↵) + sin( ) sin(↵) and sin2 (

↵) =

sin( ) cos(↵) + cos( ) sin(↵). By fully expanding the resulting equation I recognize
that kx = |k| cos( ) and ky = |k| sin( ). Then, I rearrange the equation using the
trigonometric identity cos2 (↵) + sin2 (↵) = 1 to find:
!2 =

⇥

(c2f

⇥
2 (c2f
⇥ 2
(cf

c2s ) cos2 (↵) + c2s

⇤

c2s ) cos(↵) sin(↵)
⇤
c2s ) sin2 (↵) + c2s

⇤

kx2 +
kx k y +
ky2 .

(7.2)
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Now, I use a spatial inverse Fourier transformation to find the following wave equation
operating on an arbitrary scalar field, U (x, !):
! 2 U (x, !) =

⇥

(c2f

⇥
2 (c2f
⇥ 2
(cf

c2s ) cos2 (↵) + c2s

⇤

c2s ) cos(↵) sin(↵)
⇤
c2s ) sin2 (↵) + c2s

⇤

@x2 U (x, !) +
@x @y U (x, !) +
@y2 U (x, !).

(7.3)

I choose as ansatz a single mode complex scalar field with a general linear phase
shift,

= (x, !):
U 0 (x, !) = A(x, !) exp { i (! (x, !) + )} ,

where

is an arbitrary constant. In the case of surface waves,

⇡
4

(7.4)

is appropriate because

of its appearance in the far-field approximation of the frequency-domain solution to
the wave equation in two dimensions. I substitute the ansatz into Equation 7.3 and
collect the leading terms in ! 2 to find the elliptically anisotropic eikonal equation:
1=

h

@x (x, !) @y (x, !)

"
#"
#
i M
M
@
(x,
!)
11
12
x
M12 M22

@y (x, !)

,

(7.5)

with matrix elements:
M11 = M11 (x, !) = (c2f

c2s ) cos2 (↵) + c2s ,

(7.6)

M12 = M12 (x, !) = (c2f

c2s ) cos(↵) sin(↵), and

(7.7)

M22 = M22 (x, !) = (c2f

c2s ) sin2 (↵) + c2s .

(7.8)

The eigenvalues of the matrix M are Vf2 and Vs2 , and the eigenvectors indicate the
fast and slow directions.
Assuming weakly anisotropic media, the Rayleigh-wave phase speed exhibits a
functional dependence on azimuth including two sinusoidal terms that vary as 2 and
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4 (Smith and Dahlen, 1973):
c0 ( ) = c00 + A cos(2[
where

↵]) + B cos(4[

]),

(7.9)

is the propagation direction measured positive clockwise from north. A and

B are the amplitudes of anisotropy and ↵ and

define the fast-orientation of the 2

and 4 components of anisotropy, respectively. When data quality does not allow
the amplitude and azimuth of the 4 term to be fit, it is dropped (Lin et al., 2009;
]) = cos2 (

Mordret et al., 2013b). After substituting cos(2[

)

sin2 (

)

this leads to
c0 ( ) = c00 + A cos2 (
I multiply the c0 term with 1 = cos2 (
c0 ( ) = (c00 + A) cos2 (

↵)

A sin2 (

↵) + sin2 (
↵) + (c00

↵).

(7.10)

↵) and rearrange to

A) sin2 (

↵),

(7.11)

q
p
which forms the equation of an ellipse for c( ) with major and minor radii, c0f =
p 0
p
p
c0 + A and c0s = c00 A, respectively. Both forms (Equations 7.1 and 7.11) of
anisotropy exhibit the same principle axesq
and the same fast and
qslow velocities, but
c2f
c
they have di↵erent eccentricities, e: e = 1 c2 versus e0 = 1 cfs (notice that
s

0

e > e ). Elliptical anisotropy (Equation 7.1) predicts a slightly larger velocity than
Equation 7.11 for all angles except at the fast and slow directions (Figure 7.1).
Figure 7.1: Two elliptical functions with di↵erent eccentricities.
The elliptical anisotropy defined
in this thesis (Equation 7.1) results in the blue curve. Dropping the 4 term from Smith
and Dahlen (1973) results in the
red curve (Equation 7.11). [CR]
ellipses
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The phase delay times can be found directly from the data by computing the
instantaneous linear phase of the Estimated Green’s Functions (EGF’s) (Aki and
Richards, 2002). The procedure is a trace-by-trace operation, and it is performed
directly on shot gathers (Algorithm 2). Figure 7.2 shows an example of the procedure on a 2D panel with an o↵set gather for crosscorrelations between all station pairs
within UTM (513 514, 6269 6270) km at Ekofisk field. The crosscorrelation signals
are made symmetrical and are multiplied by the Heaviside function. Their phases,
✓(x, !), are computed after Fourier transformation. The phases are unwrapped by a
simple algorithm that finds the number of cycles skipped from a guess of the average
phase velocity at one frequency. I use 519 m/s at 0.7 Hz, which is considerably di↵erent from the measured phase velocities in Chapter 6, but is still e↵ective. Figure 7.2
shows a gather (7.2a), its phases (after adding ⇡4 ) before phase unwrapping (7.2b) and
after phase unwrapping (7.2c). The unwrapped phases are converted into phase-delay
times by (x, !) =

✓(x,!)
!

(7.2d).

These phase delay-times are interpolated by splines (Sandwell, 1987) to a grid
sampled at 100 m by 100 m. The easterly and northerly derivatives are calculated
by simple centered finite di↵erences. For stability, I discard all zero-valued and the
2.5% largest gradients. I invert for the matrix M using an L1 norm of the residual in
Equation 7.5 (misfits larger than 0.5 are clipped). The matrix M is regularized over
space using a Laplacian. I perform a grid search over the following norm
[@x (x, !)]2 M11 + 2 [@x (x, !)] [@y (x, !)] M12 + [@y (x, !)]2 M22
✏1 r2 M11

2

+ ✏2 r2 M12

2

+ ✏3 r2 M22

2

,

1

1

+
(7.12)

where ✏1 ,✏2 ,✏3 are parameters that weight the regularization objective misfit versus
the data misfit; here they are set equal (✏1 = ✏2 = ✏3 = 1 · 10

12

). Misfit values in

the first-term are clipped at 0.5 and M11 , M12 and M22 are found by an iterated grid
search. I evaluate the Laplacian, r2 , using the matrix coefficients at the minima of
the previous iteration. Figure 7.3 shows a schematic overview of the input of eikonal
tomography for two virtual sources at Ekofisk field. Phase-delay times are plotted
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Algorithm 2 Phase delay-time computation
for is=1,ns do
for ir=1,nr do
trace = ↵t{data(ir, is)}
phase = atan2{imag{trace}, real{trace}} + ⇡/4
o↵set
headers(ir, is)
for integer cycle skips: iskip = 0 to maxskips do
match(iskip) = |phase(!g ) + o↵set/cg ⇤ !g iskip ⇤ 2⇡|
end for
phase = phase minloc{match} ⇤ 2⇡
for f requencies: iw = !g + 1 to !max with +1 do
if abs(phase(iw)) < abs(phase(iw 1)) then
phase(iw : !max ) = phase(iw : !max ) 2⇡
end if
end for
for f requencies: iw = !g 1 to !min with 1 do
if abs(phase(iw)) > abs(phase(iw + 1)) then
phase(!min : iw) = phase(!min : iw) + 2⇡
end if
end for
=

phase
!

end for
end for
Here cg is the guessed average phase velocity at angular frequency !g .
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Figure 7.2: Schematic of the computation of phase delay-times. a) O↵set gather for
crosscorrelations between all station pairs with midpoints within UTM (513 514 km
east, 6269 6270 km north). b) Phases of the Fourier transformation of (a) after
adding ⇡4 according to equation 7.4, c) Unwrapped phases from (b), d) Computed
phase-delay times. [CR] ekofisk-phaseunroll
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in Figures 7.3a and 7.3d. Easterly derivatives of the interpolated phase-delay times
are shown in Figures 7.3b and 7.3e, and northerly derivatives of the interpolated
phase-delay times are shown in Figures 7.3c and 7.3f.
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Figure 7.3: Schematic of frequency-domain eikonal tomography for two sources. One
source is located on the left side of the array (a,b,c) and one source is in the center
of the array (d,e,f). Phase delay times at 1.0 Hz for two virtual seismic sources (a
and d). Easterly derivatives (b and e), and northerly derivatives (c and f) of the
interpolated phase-delay surfaces. [CR] anikonal-schematic
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ANISTROPIC SCHOLTE-WAVE PHASE VELOCITIES AT
VALHALL FIELD
In Chapter 3 I showed virtual-seismic sources from microseism noise at Valhall. I
found that the vertical-to-vertical component crosscorrelations were dominated by
fundamental-mode Scholte waves. In the following, I use these crosscorrelations to
derive an anisotropic Scholte-wave phase-velocity cube (!, x, y). Inputs are the spatial derivatives for phase-delay surfaces with an o↵set of 1250 m to 5000 m from
all virtual-seismic sources. I solve for the matrix, M, for 72 frequencies between
0.41666 and 1.6 Hz. The data are inverted independently for each frequency and gathered together to form a cube (!, x, y) of Scholte-wave phase velocities (Figure 7.4). A
difficulty in displaying the inverted phase velocities is the steeply increasing average
phase slowness for decreasing frequencies. Subtracting the average phase slowness
from each frequency, results in a frequency-variable color scale. The average phase
velocities are expected to match the dispersion. Figure 7.5 shows a !-profile of average phase-velocities overlain on the dispersion image. The average of the inverted
phase velocities closely resembles the dispersion. The systematic underestimation of
slowness by the instantaneous phase may be because the phase of higher-mode, that
travels faster then the fundamental mode, is mixed with the phase of the fundamental
mode.
Figure 7.6 shows twelve maps of the isotropic component of the phase velocity
at frequencies between 0.5 and 1.6 Hz with 0.1 Hz increments; the overlaid dashes
indicate the magnitude of anisotropy and its fast azimuth. The maps generally show
the same features I identified in Scholte-wave group-velocity images in Chapter 4.
In profiles through the phase-velocity cube, the shallow channels can be identified
(Figure 7.7). Between 0.8 and 1.6 Hz the fast directions of anisotropy generally form
a large oval surrounding the platform. Based on the wavelength of fundamentalmode Scholte waves I expect their peak-depth sensitivity to be between 240
(Chapter 3).

190 m
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Figure 7.4: Isotropic component of Scholte-wave phase velocity at Valhall as a perturbation on the average velocity for each frequency. The cube faces display the slices
denoted by blue lines. The colors represent a perturbation according to the left scale
bar or a frequency-variable color scale according to the scale bar on the right. [CR]
scholtecube

Figure 7.8 has twelve maps of the magnitude of the Scholte-wave phase-velocity
anisotropy at frequencies between 0.5 and 1.6 Hz with 0.1 Hz increments. A large
oval-shaped ring is formed by the fast directions of anisotropy above 0.7 Hz. This
lower bound is also observed in profiles of the anisotropic magnitude (Figure 7.9).
The center of the array has the smallest anisotropy magnitudes, and the oval-shape
surrounding the platform has higher anisotropy, especially above 0.8 Hz (observable
in Figures 7.8c and 7.8h).

ANISTROPIC LOVE-WAVE PHASE VELOCITIES AT
VALHALL FIELD
While the vertical-to-vertical component crosscorrelations at Valhall’s LoFS array are
dominated by Scholte waves, the transverse-to-transverse components are dominated
by Love waves (Chapter 3). Here I invert the transverse-to-transverse component
crosscorrelations for an anisotropic Love-wave phase-velocity cube (!, x, y). Inputs
are the spatial derivatives for phase-delay surfaces with an o↵set of 1250 m to 5000 m
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Figure 7.5: The average isotropic
component of Scholte-wave phaseslowness at Valhall (dashed line)
for each frequency is overlain
on the dispersion image derived
from vertical-to-vertical crosscorrelations between all station pairs.
[CR] dispersionandprofileS
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Figure 7.6: Scholte-wave phase velocities at Valhall for 0.5 Hz (a), 0.6 Hz (b), 0.7 Hz
(c), 0.8 Hz (d), 0.9 Hz (e), 1.0 Hz (f), 1.1 Hz (g), 1.2 Hz (h), 1.3 Hz (i), 1.4 Hz
(j), 1.5 Hz (k) and 1.6 Hz (l). The colors depict the isotropic component. The
azimuth of the overlaid dashes denote the fast direction anisotropy. The length of the
overlaid dashes indicates the magnitude of anisotropy as a percentage of the isotropic
component. The dash in the upper-right corner of each plot denotes an anisotropic
magnitude of 10%. [CR] Joseph-V-Meikonal-maps-v
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Figure 7.7: Profiles of the Scholte-wave phase velocities at Valhall as perturbations
on the average velocity for each frequency. Easterly profiles (a-e) at UTM (northerly)
6240 km, 6238 km, 6236 km, 6234 km and 6242 km, respectively. Northerly profiles
(f-i) at UTM (easterly) 522 km, 524 km, 526 km and 528 km, respectively. The colors
represent a velocity perturbation according to the scale bar or an absolute velocity
according to the frequency-variable color scale. [CR] scholtevprofiles
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Figure 7.8: Maps of the magnitude of Scholte-wave phase-velocity anisotropy at
Valhall, as a percentage of the isotropic component of Scholte-wave phase velocity, for 0.5 Hz (a), 0.6 Hz (b), 0.7 Hz (c), 0.8 Hz (d), 0.9 Hz (e), 1.0 Hz (f),
1.1 Hz (g), 1.2 Hz (h), 1.3 Hz (i), 1.4 Hz (j), 1.5 Hz (k) and 1.6 Hz (l). [CR]
Joseph-V-Meikonal-maps-dv
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Figure 7.9: Profiles of the magnitude of Scholte-wave phase-velocity anisotropy at
Valhall, as a percentage of the isotropic component of Scholte-wave phase velocity.
Easterly profiles (a-e) at UTM (northerly) 6240 km, 6238 km, 6236 km, 6234 km and
6242 km, respectively. Northerly profiles (f-i) at UTM (easterly) 522 km, 524 km,
526 km and 528 km, respectively. [CR] scholtevdprofiles
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from all virtual-seismic sources. I solve for the matrix, M, for 72 frequencies between
0.41666 and 1.6 Hz, independently. The average phase velocity profile is overlain
on the dispersion image as a consistency check (Figure 7.11). Above 0.7 Hz the
wavemode is not well defined (Chapter 3), however the average of the inverted phase
velocities still tracks the dispersion in the wavefield.

Figure 7.10: Isotropic component of Love-wave phase-velocity at Valhall as perturbation on the average velocity for each frequency. The cube faces display the slices
denoted by blue lines. The colors represent a perturbation according to the left scale
bar or a frequency-variable color scale according to the scale bar on the right. [CR]
lovecube
Figure 7.12 shows twelve maps of the isotropic component of the phase velocity
at frequencies between 0.5 and 1.6 Hz with 0.1 Hz increments; the overlaid dashes
indicate the magnitude of anisotropy and its fast azimuth. At frequencies above 0.7 Hz
the maps contain a large oval-shaped high-velocity anomaly surrounding the platform.
At the lowest frequencies of 0.5-0.7 Hz, the maps contain a low velocity anomaly northwest of the platform and generally more uniform velocities under the remaining part
of the array. The fast directions of the anisotropy do not form consistent patterns
matching known geology. The anisotropy surrounding the platform is higher over
the entire frequency range. The profiles through the Love-wave phase velocity cube
(Figure 7.13) illustrate that the oval-shaped anomaly dominates over a large part of
the frequency range (0.7 Hz and higher).
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Figure 7.11: The average isotropic
component of Love-wave phaseslowness at Valhall (dashed line)
for each frequency is overlain on
the dispersion image derived from
transverse-to-transverse crosscorrelations between all station pairs.
[CR] dispersionandprofileL
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Figure 7.12: Love-wave phase-velocities at Valhall for 0.5 Hz (a), 0.6 Hz (b), 0.7 Hz
(c), 0.8 Hz (d), 0.9 Hz (e), 1.0 Hz (f), 1.1 Hz (g), 1.2 Hz (h), 1.3 Hz (i), 1.4 Hz
(j), 1.5 Hz (k) and 1.6 Hz (l). The colors depict the isotropic component. The
azimuth of the overlaid dashes denote the fast direction anisotropy. The length of the
overlaid dashes indicates the magnitude of anisotropy as a percentage of the isotropic
component. [CR] Joseph-T-Meikonal-maps-v
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Figure 7.13: Profiles of the Love-wave phase-velocities at Valhall as perturbations on
the average velocity for each frequency. Easterly profiles (a-e) at UTM (northerly)
6240 km, 6238 km, 6236 km, 6234 k and 6242 km, respectively. Northerly profiles
(f-i) at UTM (easterly) 522 km, 524 km, 526 km and 528 km, respectively. [CR]
lovevprofiles
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ANISTROPIC SCHOLTE-WAVE PHASE VELOCITIES AT
EKOFISK FIELD
In Chapter 6 I showed virtual seismic Scholte-wave sources from microseism noise
at Ekofisk. Here I use these sources to invert for an anisotropic Scholte-wave phasevelocity cube (!, x, y). Inputs are the spatial derivatives for phase-delay surfaces
with an o↵set of 1250 m to 5000 m from all virtual-seismic sources. I solve for the
matrix, M, for 86 frequencies between 0.375 and 1.4375 Hz. The data are inverted
independently for each frequency, but gathering the results together forms a cube
(!, x, y) of Scholte-wave phase velocities (Figures 7.14 and 7.15). The average phase
velocities are subtracted from each frequency slice. The computed average phase
velocities are compared with the dispersion image derived from the entire virtualseismic survey (Figure 7.16).

Figure 7.14: Isotropic component of Scholte-wave phase-velocity at Ekofisk as perturbation on the average velocity for each frequency. The cube faces display the slices
denoted by blue lines. The colors represent a velocity perturbation according to the
left scale bar or a frequency-variable color scale according to the scale bar on the
right. [CR] ekofiskcube
The average phase velocities match the dispersion very well between 0.52 Hz and
1.0 Hz. The higher phase velocities in the center of the array and a ring of lower
velocities surrounding the center extend over all frequencies.
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Figure 7.15: Profiles of the Scholte-wave phase-velocities at Ekofisk as perturbations
on the average velocity for each frequency. Easterly profiles (a-f) at UTM (northerly)
6270 km, 6268 km, 6266 km, 6264 km, 6262 km and 6260 km, respectively. Northerly
profiles (g-h) at UTM (easterly) 510 km, 512 km, 514 km and 516 km, respectively.
The colors represent a velocity perturbation according to the scale bar or an absolute
velocity according to the frequency-variable color scale. [CR] ekofiskvprofiles
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Figure 7.16: The average isotropic
component of Scholte-wave phaseslowness at Ekofisk (dashed line)
for each frequency overlain
on the dispersion image derived
from
crosscorrelations
between all station pairs. [CR]
dispersionandprofile
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Figure 7.17 shows nine maps of the isotropic component of the phase velocity
at frequencies between 0.5 and 1.3 Hz with 0.1 Hz increments. The overlaid dashes
indicate the magnitude of anisotropy and its fast azimuth. Between 0.8 and 1.1 Hz,
the fast directions of anisotropy form a large ring surrounding the platform.
a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Figure 7.17: Scholte-wave phase velocities at Ekofisk for 0.5 Hz (a), 0.6 Hz (b),
0.7 Hz (c), 0.8 Hz (d), 0.9 Hz (e) and 1.0 Hz (f). The colors depict the isotropic
component. The azimuth of the overlaid dashes denote the fast direction anisotropy.
The length of the overlaid dashes indicates the magnitude of anisotropy as a fraction
of the isotropic component. The dash in the upper-right corner of each plot denotes
an anisotropic magnitude of 10%. The bathymetry is shown by blue contour lines
with a 2 m interval. [CR] Ekofisk-Meikonal-maps-v
The magnitude of anisotropy varies with frequency and space. I observe a strong
increase of anisotropy magnitude above 1.1 Hz in lines aligning with the ocean-bottom
cables is thus an acquisition imprint (Figures 7.18 and 7.19).
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Figure 7.18: Profiles of the magnitude of Scholte-wave phase-velocity anisotropy at
Ekofisk as a percentage of the isotropic component of Scholte-wave phase velocity.
Easterly profiles (a-f) at UTM (northerly) 6270 km, 6268 km, 6266 km, 6264 km,
6262 km and 6260 km, respectively. Northerly profiles (g-h) at UTM (easterly)
510 km, 512 km, 514 km and 516 km, respectively. [CR] ekofiskdvprofiles
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Figure 7.19: Maps of the magnitude of Scholte-wave phase-velocity anisotropy at
Ekofisk, as a percentage of the isotropic component of Scholte-wave phase velocity, for 0.6 Hz (a), 0.7 Hz (b), 0.8 Hz (c), 0.9 Hz (d) and 1.0 Hz (e). [CR]
Ekofisk-Meikonal-maps-dv
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DISCUSSION
I presented an eikonal tomography approach to invert for anisotropic phase velocities
based on an isotropic dispersion relationship. I also presented inverted Scholte-wave
phase velocities at Ekofisk and both Scholte- and Love-wave phase velocities at Valhall. A baseline quality measure of the technique is how well the average isotropic
phase velocities match the dispersion image. Phase velocities inverted from the
Ekofisk crosscorrelations match well for frequencies from 0.5 to 1.0 Hz (Figure 7.16).
For Scholte-wave phase velocities inverted from vertical-to-vertical crosscorrelations,
the match between the average inverted phase velocities and the dispersion image
is good but a little too high for the entire frequency range from 0.5 to 1.6 Hz (Figure 7.5). This may be because they are based on an instantaneous phase of a signal
that contains the mixed phase of the fundamental and first overtone that travels
faster. For Love-wave phase-velocities inverted from transverse-to-transverse crosscorrelations the match between the average inverted Love-wave phase velocities and
the dispersion image is acceptable for the frequency range 0.5 to 0.7 Hz but deteriorates above 0.7 Hz (Figure 7.11). Above 0.7 Hz the single fundamental mode is no
longer clearly defined and breaks into several smaller peaks in the dispersion image.
The inverted Scholte-wave phase velocities at Valhall compare very well to the
group velocity (Chapter 4), and the same annotations are used as in Figure 4.7. The
lateral resolution of phase velocity may be a little higher as we see in the images
of shallow channels at high frequencies (denoted D and E). At lower frequencies, I
find the deeper channel in the south-eastern corner of the array (B), and the low
velocity anomaly crossing the array from southwest to northeast just south of the
main platform (A). In addition, I find the series of weak high-velocity anomalies just
northwest of the platforms (G). The fast directions of anisotropy form a large ovalshaped ring surrounding the platform, especially above 0.7 Hz (Figure 7.9). The
maps of anisotropy-magnitude (Figure 7.8) show that the magnitude of anisotropy
(as a percentage) is generally larger (2

3%) away from the center of the ring. With

such a small anisotropy the error’s due to the elliptical approximation are negligible.
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The Love-wave phase-velocity cube must be interpreted cautiously because the
average inverted phase velocities poorly match the dispersion image above 0.8 Hz
(Figure 7.11). Still, the phase-velocity maps generally contain the same features as
the group-velocity images (Chapter 4), and the same annotations are used. The large
oval-shaped anomaly surrounding the platforms makes a strong imprint in the Lovewave phase-velocities (H). The high-velocity anomaly directly under the platforms is
distinguishable in the phase-velocities at 0.7 Hz (J). However the low-velocity anomaly
north-west of the platforms, present in the phase velocities, is not present in the group
velocities. Further investigation should aim to determine the reliability of the phasevelocity images above 0.7 Hz.
The consistency between group and phase velocities in both Scholte- and Lovewave phase velocities bodes well for a joint inversion. Additionally, joint inversion
of anisotropic Love and Scholte waves may help to further determine the stress-state
in the shallow subsurface. A direct comparison between the dominant oval shape in
Love-wave phase velocities and the oval-shaped ring in Scholte-wave phase-velocity
anisotropy verifies their agreement (Figure 7.20). Between 0.75 Hz and 1.0 Hz the
Scholte-wave anisotropy aligns well with the contours of the Love-wave velocities. The
Love-wave high-velocity anomaly in the center of the array generally coincides with
small Scholte-wave anisotropy magnitudes. This comparison must be interpreted with
caution. The depth sensitivity of Scholte and Love waves is not equal because their
wavelengths are di↵erent. Nevertheless, the dispersion analysis in Chapter 3 showed
the wavelengths are within 10% of each other for that range.
I inverted for Scholte-wave group-velocity images at Ekofisk in Chapter 6. The
phase velocities are generally higher then the group velocities. When comparing the
isotropic components of phase velocities with the group-velocity images at Ekofisk,
I observe a similar spatial pattern: a high-velocity anomaly under the subsidence
bowl and a ring of low velocities on the flanks of the subsidence bowl (compare Figure 7.17 with 6.6). The velocities clearly increase again under the southern end of the
array. In the maps of anisotropy magnitude at 0.9, 1.0, and 1.1 Hz (Figures 7.19d,
e and f), it is apparent that the magnitude of anisotropy is stronger (3

4%) in a
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Figure 7.20: Comparisons between Love-wave phase velocity and Scholte-wave phasevelocity anisotropy at 1.00 Hz. Love-wave phase velocities are indicated by blue
contours and the fast direction and Scholte-wave phase-velocity anisotropy are indicated by black dashes. The azimuth of the overlaid dashes denote the fast direction
anisotropy. The length of the overlaid dashes indicate the magnitude of anisotropy as
a percentage of the isotropic component of Scholte-wave phase velocity. The dash in
the upper-right corner of each plot denotes an anisotropic magnitude of 10%. [CR]
Joseph-Tcont-Vanis
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ring surrounding the subsidence bowl. This ring corresponds with the edge of the
subsidence bowl where extensional stresses weakened the sea-floor in directions perpendicular to the gradient of the sea-floor bathymetry. At frequencies above 1.1 Hz,
the acquisition imprint strongly a↵ects the observed magnitudes of anisotropy. This
makes interpretation of the profiles more difficult and the increase of anisotropy magnitude in a ring surrounding the subsidence bowl is not so apparent.
Of the three examples of inverted phase velocities presented, the inversion for
Scholte-wave phase-velocities at Valhall produced the best result. The profile of
average inverted phase-velocities matched very well to the dispersion image. The
method may be improved. For example, by making more accurate measurements of
the phase-delay times or by alternate choices of interpolation schemes such as splines
in tension (Wessel and Bercovici, 1998). Finding an appropriate statistic for the misfit in fitting the ellipsoid (Equation 7.12) is an open question. Alternative methods of
fitting ellipses may be more appropriate and more computationally efficient, for example direct fitting by least squares (Fitzgibbon et al., 1999). Another open question
is the e↵ect of di↵erent finite-di↵erence stencils to evaluate the spatial derivatives
of the phase-delay surfaces. Most obvious is that the method would benefit from
higher quality noise-correlation that could easily be obtained by correlating more
data (Chapter 3).

CONCLUSIONS
I successfully applied a new tomographic method based on evaluating the eikonal
equation for azimuthal anisotropy over a phase-delay-time surface. An important
advantage of this method is that the inverted anisotropic phase velocities are readily
regularized over space and frequency.
At Ekofisk, Scholte-wave phase-velocity tomography locates a high-velocity anomaly
in the center of the array that is surrounded by a lower-velocity region. The highvelocity anomaly coincides with the center of the seafloor subsidence bowl. Higher
velocities occur under the southern end of the array. I recover a phase-velocity
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cube (!, x, y) between 0.5 and 1.3 Hz. This phase-velocity cube shows that the lowvelocity region surrounding the subsidence bowl extends to low frequencies (depths).
Azimuthal-anisotropic Scholte-wave velocities form a large circular pattern over the
Ekofisk field, and they are likely to be related to the overburden stress-state and sea
floor subsidence bowl induced by decades of hydrocarbon extraction. These results
are significant because they show that noise recordings made by Ekofisks LoFS array
can be used to monitor azimuthal anisotropy in the near surface.
At Valhall, Scholte-wave and Love-wave phase velocities match well with the group
velocities of Chapter 4. I conclude that the Scholte-wave velocity correlates well with
the subsurface lithology known from full-waveform inversion of controlled-source Pwave seismic data. The Love-wave group-velocity images are dominated by smoother
shapes that may relate to the production-altered stress-state of the reservoir overburden.
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